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Abstract: Injecting grout into the gaps between tunnel shield segments and surrounding rocks can
reduce ground subsidence and prevent ground water penetration. However, insufficient grouting
and grouting defects may cause serious geological disasters. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is
widely used as a nondestructive testing (NDT) method to evaluate grouting quality and determine
the existence of defects. This paper provides an overview of GPR applications for grouting defect
detection behind tunnel shield segments. State-of-the-art methodologies, field cases, experimental
tests and signal processing methods are discussed. The reported field cases and model test results
show that GPR can detect grouting defects behind shield tunnel segments by identifying reflected
waves. However, some subsequent problems still exist, including the interference of steel bars and
small differences in the dielectric constants among media. Recent studies have focused on enhancing
the signal-to-noise ratio and imaging methods. Advanced GPR signal processing methods, including
full waveform inversion and machine learning methods, are promising for detecting imaging defects.
Additionally, we conduct a preliminary experiment to investigate environmental noise, antenna
configuration and coupling condition influences. Some promising topics, including multichannel
configuration, rapid evaluation methods, elastic wave method scanning equipment for evaluating
grout quality and comprehensive NDT methods, are recommended for future studies.

Keywords: ground penetrating radar; nondestructive testing; tunnel shield segment; grouting;
concrete structure; defect detection

1. Introduction

In recent decades, shield construction has become a developed construction technol-
ogy [1]. Currently, shield construction is widely used in soft soil tunnel constructions, such
as saturated soft clay, silty soft soil, saturated sandy silt, and silty sand. In shield construc-
tion, by injecting grout to fill the gap between the pipe wall and the ground, the formation
loss can be effectively reduced. Grouting reduces ground subsidence and prevents the
penetration of ground water into the tunnel [2,3]. As shown in Figure 1, fast-setting grout
is injected into the soil, thus generating a soil-concrete mixture with enhanced ground
resistance to the developing movement due to lining expansion [4]. However, during
grouting, the grouting quality is difficult to observe. Therefore, quantitatively controlling
the grouting amount is challenging. Grouting defects, such as uneven filling, insufficient
filling and nonuniformity, may cause serious geological disasters, such as ground water
erosion and surface collapse [5,6].
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Figure 1. Cross-section profile of a shield tunnel segment. 

Currently, tunnel construction is based on whether the grouting hole is overflowing 
or whether the grouting pressure meets the requirements to determine whether the grout-
ing is full [7]. Nondestructive testing (NDT) methods provide a new way to detect the 
defects behind the segment in tunnels. Among geophysical methods, ground penetrating 
radar (GPR) is widely recognized as one of the most powerful and useful NDT methods 
of concrete structure detection [8–11]. GPR that is used to detect the quality of the tunnel 
lining and grouting behind tunnel shield segments has two main functions. One function 
is to detect the gap between the cement wall of the segment and the rock and soil layer, 
and to determine whether the space is empty or filled with grouting by using the ampli-
tude of the reflected signal and the estimated electromagnetic properties of the medium. 
The other function is to check whether the tunnel construction results are consistent with 
the design by considering certain details, such as the distribution of steel bars, the thick-
ness of the lining, and whether there is groundwater leakage. 

In detecting grouting defects behind segment walls, GPR has several advantages over 
other geophysical methods. (1) The large workload of detecting grouting defects requires 
an efficient and easy-to-implement prospecting method. Therefore, a contact but nonde-
structive, portable, and fast data acquisition technique is very suitable for grouting defect 
detection. (2) The main media involved in grouting defects behind segments are concrete, 
steel rebar, water (in water-bearing defects), air (in dry defects), and rocks. There are reli-
able differences in the dielectric constant among these media. The interfaces between the 
media may generate reflected electromagnetic waves very well. (3) To detect grouting de-
fects behind tunnel segments, the required detection depth is usually less than 1 m. GPR 
is therefore a suitable method because the commonly used GPR has an acceptable attenu-
ation at this depth. Additionally, compared to competing geophysical approaches, GPR 
has a much higher resolution. 

This paper summarizes the research results of using GPR for detecting grouting de-
fects behind shield tunnel segments. Additionally, to provide advice for future NDT re-
search on detecting grouting defects behind shield tunnel segments, this paper includes a 
forward-looking aspect regarding the research of NDT methods in grouting defect detec-
tion. 

  

Figure 1. Cross-section profile of a shield tunnel segment.

Currently, tunnel construction is based on whether the grouting hole is overflowing or
whether the grouting pressure meets the requirements to determine whether the grouting
is full [7]. Nondestructive testing (NDT) methods provide a new way to detect the defects
behind the segment in tunnels. Among geophysical methods, ground penetrating radar
(GPR) is widely recognized as one of the most powerful and useful NDT methods of
concrete structure detection [8–11]. GPR that is used to detect the quality of the tunnel
lining and grouting behind tunnel shield segments has two main functions. One function
is to detect the gap between the cement wall of the segment and the rock and soil layer, and
to determine whether the space is empty or filled with grouting by using the amplitude of
the reflected signal and the estimated electromagnetic properties of the medium. The other
function is to check whether the tunnel construction results are consistent with the design
by considering certain details, such as the distribution of steel bars, the thickness of the
lining, and whether there is groundwater leakage.

In detecting grouting defects behind segment walls, GPR has several advantages
over other geophysical methods. (1) The large workload of detecting grouting defects
requires an efficient and easy-to-implement prospecting method. Therefore, a contact but
nondestructive, portable, and fast data acquisition technique is very suitable for grouting
defect detection. (2) The main media involved in grouting defects behind segments are
concrete, steel rebar, water (in water-bearing defects), air (in dry defects), and rocks. There
are reliable differences in the dielectric constant among these media. The interfaces between
the media may generate reflected electromagnetic waves very well. (3) To detect grouting
defects behind tunnel segments, the required detection depth is usually less than 1 m.
GPR is therefore a suitable method because the commonly used GPR has an acceptable
attenuation at this depth. Additionally, compared to competing geophysical approaches,
GPR has a much higher resolution.

This paper summarizes the research results of using GPR for detecting grouting defects
behind shield tunnel segments. Additionally, to provide advice for future NDT research on
detecting grouting defects behind shield tunnel segments, this paper includes a forward-
looking aspect regarding the research of NDT methods in grouting defect detection.

2. GPR Method

GPR has been commonly used for investigating concrete structures over recent
decades [12]. GPR detects underground structures by propagating electromagnetic (EM)
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waves through materials. The positions of the interfaces between materials with different
electrical properties can be inferred by the arrival time of the reflected wave. The wave
velocity, attenuation, polarization changes, and redirection of signals are affected by the
electric and magnetic properties of the materials. Such signals can be interpreted to help
analyze the properties of materials and the geometry of the subsurface. A detailed de-
scription of the GPR methodology and theoretical background can be found in [13–18].
Additionally, in GPR, numerical simulation is often used as a supplemental tool to help
generate realistic big data [19–21]. Such data can be used in comparative analysis with
field data [22], full waveform inversion [23,24], and machine learning approaches [25].

Typical GPR equipment (Figure 2) consists of two antennas. When the equipment
moves over the concrete surface, the transmission antenna sends electromagnetic waves
into the subsurface, and the other antenna receives the arriving waves to generate the
profile. In concrete structure applications, GPR systems usually operate in the 10–5000 MHz
frequency range for different purposes [26]. A lower frequency improves the penetrating
ability of EM waves to detect deeper waves, and a higher frequency improves the resolution.
In practice, there is a trade-off between accuracy and detection depth [27]. Additionally,
the frequency determines the size of the equipment, and the lower the frequency is, the
larger the size of the equipment is.
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Figure 2. (a) Conceptual illustration of GPR use in defect detection by using a ground-coupled
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3. GPR Detection of Grouting Defects behind Shield Tunnel Segments
3.1. Experiments and Field Cases

Some studies have been conducted on detecting grouting defects behind shield tunnel
segments as shown in Table 1. Most of these studies are field cases and experiments, and
numerical simulation is also used as a tool.
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Table 1. Some examples of GPR applications on tunnel liners and grouting.

Reference Frequency Survey Line
Direction Location Tunnel

Type
Detection

Object 3D Main Results and Conclusions

Xie et al.,
2007 [28] 200 MHz Axial Shanghai,

China Metro Grout quality
and defects No

The GPR is an effective method to detect
the quality of the grouting after the pipe

segment. The 200 MHz antenna meets the
requirements of detection and detection

depth at the same time.

Zhang
et al.,

2010 [29]

250 MHz,
500 MHz,

1 GHz
Hoop Shanghai,

China Metro Grouting layer
thickness No

The most reliable frequency is 500 MHz.
The detection quality is further improved
when the grouting layer is consolidated.
The dielectric parameters of the tested

materials are pretested in the laboratory,
thus helping to improve detection quality.

Zhao
et al.,

2013 [22]
1000 MHz Hoop Shanghai,

China Metro

Interface
between the

grouting layer
and surrounding

rock

No

The imaging method based on Maxwell’s
curl equation is proposed; the proposed
method effectively suppresses the strong

scattering caused by steel bars and
amplifies the reflection signal of the

interface between the grouting layer and
the soil.

Xie et al.,
2013 [30] 500 MHz Axial Shanghai,

China
Transport

tunnel
Grouting layer

thickness No The signal-to-noise ratio is improved by
using bandpass and K-L filtering.

Yu et al.,
2016 [31] 800 MHz Axial and

hoop
Nanchang,

China Metro

Grout layer
thickness and
existence of

defects

No

The thickness of the grouting layer and
grouting defects are detected. Suggestions

for supplementary grouting are given
based on the detection results.

Zhao
et al.,

2016 [32]
900 MHz Hoop Shanghai,

China

Port trans-
portation

tunnel

Grout quality
and defects No

The quality of the radar image is
improved, and the interface between the

grouting layer and the rock-soil is
effectively detected, thus further helping

to determine the grouting quality.

Lalague
et al.,

2016 [33]
100 MHz Axial and

hoop
Vestfold,
Norway

Highway
tunnel

The gap between
the tunnel lining

and the
surrounding rock

Yes

The detection of the tunnel roof rocks
falling onto the concrete segments is

realized, and the antenna frequency and
layout suggestions are given for different

scenes and stone sizes.

Hu et al.,
2016 [34]

200 MHz,
400 MHz Hoop Nanning,

China

Full-size
tunnel
shield
model

Preset defects in
grouting layer No

China’s first full-scale preset defect shield
tunnel segment grouting inspection

experimental platform is presented. It is
pointed out that the seventh day after
grouting is the best time to inspect the

quality of grouting behind the wall, and a
reasonable distance between the

transmitting and receiving antennas is the
key to good detection.

Kravitz
et al.,

2019 [35]

400 MHz,
800 MHz,
900 MHz,

1200 MHz,
1600 MHz,
2600 MHz

Hoop
Colorado,
United
States

Tunnel
shield
model

Preset
air/saturated

defect
No

Considering different frequencies, it is
determined that a 900 MHz frequency

antenna can penetrate the steel bar while
maintaining the highest resolution. Due to

the high conductivity of the slurry, it is
difficult to detect the curve of the grouting
body when the curing time is insufficient.

Ye et al.,
2019 [36] 900 MHz Axial Beijing,

China

Tunnel
shield
model

Anomalies
behind the

segment
No

Comparing the GPR method and the TER
method shows that TER detection can
compensate the shortcomings of GPR

detection.
Zeng
et al.,

2020 [37]
300 MHz Axial Shanghai,

China Metro Grout quality Yes
A real-time GPR detection system for

controlling the quality of grouting behind
tunnel shield segments is established.

Xie et al.,
2021 [38]

400 MHz,
900 MHz Axial Jinan,

China Metro
Grouting layer
boundary and

defects
No

The BBP method is introduced for
detecting the grouting defects behind the

tunnel shield segment.

Qin
et al.,

2021 [39]
900 MHz Hoop – Numerical

model

Grouting layer
thickness,
relative

permittivity, and
conductivity

values

No

The sliding window and Markov chain
Monte Carlo with Bayesian inference are

introduced to explore the posterior
distribution of the model parameters.
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The following are field cases and experimental studies that successfully applied GPR
to grouting defect detection.

Xie et al. [28] used GPR to evaluate the grouting situation of tunnel segments during
the construction of a subway tunnel. In an indoor test, the dielectric constant of the grouting
material was determined. Algorithms, such as time and space filtering, defined gain, and
absolute value calculation, were proposed to enhance the visibility of GPR data.

Zhang et al. [29] used GPR to detect the thickness of the grouting layer behind the
segment. The difference between the grouting and soil was not large enough in the early
stage, thus making it difficult to determine the interface. However, after the grouting body
had solidified for 40 days, better detection results were obtained. In the tunnel project in the
Shanghai soft soil area, the geophysical NDT method is suitable as a long-term structural
strength testing and risk assessment method.

Yu et al. [31] used the GPR method to inspect the quality of the grouting behind the
tunnel shield segment of the subway tunnel and subsequently verified the feasibility of
the GPR method. One aspect of the feasibility of this method is its ability to detect the
thickness of the grouting layer behind the segment, and the other is its ability to detect
whether there are defects or damages in the grouting layer. A finite difference time-domain
numerical simulation was used to carry out auxiliary research. The results show that the
thickness of the grouting layer is 30 cm, and the grouting layer has defects, mainly cavities
and cracks.

Lalague et al. [33] used GPR to detect the surrounding rock after tunnel lining was
completed in model tests and engineering practice. Remote detection of the cavity behind
the concrete tunnel lining and detection of the rock falling on the top of the concrete
segment from the tunnel roof were achieved. A medium-frequency (1 GHz) air-coupled
antenna can meet the needs of detecting boulders (>40 cm), but metal surrounding objects
may cause the detection quality to decrease and make the signal more difficult to analyze.
Ground-coupled GPR was shown to be the best method for detecting loose rocks around
tunnels. A 1.5 GHz antenna was used to detect boulders, and 2.6 GHz was used for the more
precise detection of small and medium-sized rocks. The test results show that seven days
after grouting is the best time to detect the quality of grouting, and the distance between
the transmitting and receiving antennas importantly influences the detection results.

Hu et al. [34] established a full-scale shield tunnel model test platform and used GPR
to carry out preset grouting defect detection behind the segment. The distance between
transmitting and receiving antennas of 5 cm to 10 cm was shown to achieve the best
accuracy in detecting defects behind tunnel shield segments.

Zeng et al. [37] used GPR to establish a detection system that can monitor the grouting
situation in real time while the shield machine is tunneling. Synchronous analysis was
carried out using a three-dimensional time-domain finite difference approach. The grouting
pressure was adjusted in real time according to the GPR detection results. This measure
effectively limits uneven ground settlement in urban areas due to grouting problems.

GPR has shown its feasibility in detecting grouting defects behind tunnel shields.
According to case studies and experimental studies, using GPR to detect grouting defects
behind tunnel shield segments still has some problems [29,35,36,40,41]: (1) the electromag-
netic wave penetration ability is poor, especially for higher resolution and high-frequency
antenna conditions; (2) the dielectric constant difference between the soil and the grouting
material needs to be large enough to better detect the interface; (3) the data depend on
experienced experts for interpretation, where complex procedures are required for pro-
cessing, and (4) the detection interference of the steel bar is very extensive, thus making it
difficult to determine the position of the soil and grouting body and the boundary.

3.2. Signal Processing
3.2.1. Signal-to-Noise Ratio Enhancement

In the detection of grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments, the inspection
targets are usually the thickness of the grouting layer, the interface between grouting
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and surrounding rock, and the defects in the grouting body. Except for the targets listed
above, the signals caused by all other objects will interfere with the detection. To eliminate
interreferences and improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), scholars have performed the
following research.

Zhao et al. [42] proposed a “wave field prediction and removal method” to predict
the propagation of the GPR wave field, and successfully removed strong scattering and
multiples. In addition to predictive deconvolution, the method uses fuzzy Kalman (f-k)
filtering and Karhunen–Loève (K-L) filtering. Since the lining segment can be regarded
as the known information, including its geometry, dimension, and dielectric parameters,
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) can be used to predict the scattering wave and
multiples of lining segment and steel bars within. By subtracting the predicted wave field
from the raw GPR record, we precisely abstracted the reflections from objects.

Zhao et al. [22] proposed a GPR image reconstruction method based on Maxwell’s curl
equation to eliminate the harmful effects of near-surface diffraction and scattering. This
method was applied to the detection of defects behind shield tunnel segments, and the GPR
data were processed in a numerical experiment, model experiment, and the construction of
Shanghai Metro Line 9. Compared to the conventional Kirchhoff migration method, this
method can eliminate the strong scattering of shallow steel bars and make the interface
between the grouting layer and the soil more obvious so that deep grouting can be observed
more clearly.

Xie et al. [30] used a bandpass filter and K-L filtering to process GPR data, thereby
improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the signal. To effectively identify the grouting layer
and the abnormal body, it is recommended to select the maximum eigenvalue N = 3 for the
K-L filter as the optimal parameter.

3.2.2. GPR Profile Reconstruction

GPR is the mainstream method for detecting the grouting quality behind tunnel
shield segments; however, traditional GPR detection can provide only a common offset
profile, which cannot meet the requirements of high-precision detection and construction
design. The positions of subsurface objects can be estimated from signal data. Depth
information can be retrieved when the reflection arrival times are determined from the
data [26,43]. In recent decades, seismic signal processing methods and techniques have
been adapted into EM wave processing [44–46]. In traditional geophysical methods, the
migration method is a commonly used approach that can process the signal profile into
an image; examples of migration methods include the Kirchhoff integrated wave field
extrapolation method [47,48], finite difference method, and shift reference method [49,50].
Grasmueck et al. [51,52] studied 3D GPR image reconstruction based on the migration
method. However, these mentioned methods require an accurate background velocity
to perform accurate imaging. In recent years, to enhance the GPR detection capability,
scholars have proposed imaging methods, such as diffraction tomography (DT) [53,54],
range migration (RM) [43,55], and back projection (BP) [56,57].

K-L transformation and F-K Stolt migration were used to improve the radar image
and help identify the interface between the grout and the soil [32]. Using these two
methods, authors calculated the thickness and spatial distribution of the grouting body
behind the tunnel segment wall by using the two-way travel time and radar signals. The
results show that the GPR can effectively detect the quality of the grouting body during
shield construction. The results show that the GPR can effectively detect the quality of the
grouting body during shield construction.

Xie et al. [38] used the bifrequency BP (BBP) method to produce GPR images to detect
the quality of tunnel segments after grouting. High-resolution visualization of the grouting
body was achieved. During the construction of Shanghai Metro Line 12, it was verified that
the BBP imaging method can identify the position of the steel bar in the segment, the shape
and thickness of the grouting layer, and the location of the defects in the grouting layer.
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3.2.3. Advanced Methods in GPR

Research has shown that quite effective signal processing methods are used in detect-
ing defects behind tunnel shield segments. The purpose of various processing methods
is to suppress the scattering interference of steel bars, to amplify the reflection signals of
the grouting layer and defects, and to use imaging methods to transform the radar signal
into an image of the subsurface distribution. Additionally, advanced techniques have been
introduced; these techniques range from image processing to statistical methods (including
machine learning). However, thus far, concerning the detection of defects behind tunnel
shield segments, GPR signal processing methods have been used to determine the location
and scale of the defects and the interface between the grouting layer and surrounding rocks.
The results are shown as amplitude images to determine the reflection location.

Full waveform inversion (FWI) is an emerging technique for quantitative, high-
resolution imaging used in seismic exploration and GPR investigation [58]. FWI obtains
higher-resolution images compared with the traditional GPR profile because FWI employs
all information in the received signal data. There are GPR FWI applications in numerical
research [59], crosshole investigations [60], and soil moisture mapping [61]. However,
FWI has not yet been applied in the GPR detection of defects behind tunnel shield seg-
ments. Eisenmann et al. [62] assessed the detectability improvement via synthetic aperture
focusing techniques (SAFTs) in GPR concrete structure inspection.

A data-based analysis method for detecting defects behind tunnel shield segments was
recently introduced. Statistical analysis is a data-based method. Qin et al. [39] proposed
a probabilistic inversion method for using GPR waveform data to infer the thickness
of the grouting layer behind the segments and its dielectric constant and conductivity
parameters. The sliding window method, Makarov chain Monte Carlo model, and Bayesian
theory are used to explore the posterior distribution of the model parameters. Numerical
simulation verifies that this method can effectively estimate the thickness of the grouting
layer. The influence of modeling error on the inversion results was measured, and a
modified likelihood function was used to correct this influence.

As a popular data-based method, machine learning is also applied to GPR processing
to detect the location of rebar in tunnel shield segments. Giannakis et al. [25] proposed a
machine learning method that can estimate the diameter of the investigated rebar by using
amplitude-scan (A-scan) signals. The suggested approach combines neural networks and a
random forest regression, and has been trained entirely using synthetic data. The scheme
was successfully evaluated with real data. Moreover, the machine learning method was
used as an alternative forward solver in FWI [59].

In terms of signal processing, research has shown that attempts have been made to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio and suppress steel bar interference and background noise.
Imaging and migration methods have been used to determine the scale and location of
grouting defects. However, current signal processing methods in grouting defect detection
focus on imaging and locating defects. The defect filling material parameters are difficult
to obtain. Using the FWI method along with other emerging techniques to determine both
location and parameter information is a future research direction.

4. Characteristics of GPR Grouting Defects

In synthetic models, experiments, and field cases, GPR shows its capability in detecting
grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments. However, grouting defect detection is still
an emerging technique, and GPR detection has some unique features, such as interference
in the segment and grouting, and the influence of antenna configuration, coupling mode
and frequency. In this chapter, we conducted a series of model tests to support discussions.

GPR detection of grouting defects has some unique issues that differentiate this GPR
application from other GPR investigations. In grouting defect detection, the tunnel shield
segment structures are designed and basically constant. Additionally, the interferences
are mostly from the multiple waves between the segment interface and surface, and
the scattering waves from steel bars. Consequently, the interferences in grouting defect
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detection might be predictable. Thus, preliminary model tests can help us better understand
the mechanism, analyze influencing factors, and provide a basis for future applications
of GPR detection of grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments. The full-size tunnel
shield segment model with preset defects is shown in Figure 3a. The model is composed of
6 segments (as shown in Figure 3b). There are preset defects in the grouting layer, as shown
in the flattened illustration (Figure 3c). The defects are made of polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
pipes that can be filled with air or water. The surrounding rock is a water-bearing pebble
formation. GSSI SIR-4000 GPR equipment was used in the model test with 400 MHz and
900 MHz antennas. Regular and simple processing, including time zero position correction,
defined exponential gain, and infinite impulse response (IIR) filtering are applied to amplify
the deep signal of defects and improve the SNR.
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4.1. Interferences of Metals and Multiples

Unlike other GPR applications, steel bar reflection strongly interferes with the detec-
tion of defects behind tunnel shield segments. Other metal objects, such as segment bolts
and the surrounding metal materials, may cause serious problems in detection because
compared to other media near the tunnel shield segment, metal materials have very large
differences in dielectric parameters. The reflection of metal objects is much more intensive
than the reflection of defects and grouting layer interfaces and, thus, may result in the
invisibility of the detection targets. Thus, researchers designed implements to eliminate
the interferences caused by steel bars [22,30,38]. The segment seams and multiples of the
horizontal interfaces (the roof and floor of the segment) also interfere with GPR detection.

4.2. Defects’ Filling Material

In the grouting layer, defects appear mostly as voids. The material filling the voids
can also influence the detection results. The experiment presented the detection result
differences between air-filled defects and water-filled defects. The corresponding test
results are shown in Figure 4. When the defects are filled with air, the reflections are much
weaker, and some defects are invisible in the profile (marked in Figure 4b) because the
dielectric constant difference between the grouting body and air is much smaller than that
between the grouting body and water. However, the multiples are more intensive when
the defects are filled with water probably because the water infiltrates into the gap between
the segment and grouting layer. The reflection is enhanced, and so are the multiples.
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Additionally, as the grouting body consolidates, the dielectric constant of the grouting
body changes as moisture decreases. The dielectric constant of the grouting body is 34.5 on
the third day and 22.5 on the 14th day [29]. Therefore, the inspection results will differ
due to grouting consolidation. To obtain the best detection results, a proper time window
must be found to avoid intensive multiples and to ensure the available dielectric constant
difference between the grouting body and surrounding rock.

4.3. Transmitter-Receiver Configurations

Generally, when the GPR is scanning, the system keeps moving with the transmitting
antenna and receiving antenna, progressing back and forth. Alternatively, the transmitter-
receiver configuration can be different [63,64]. According to study [63], Figure 5 gives a
sketch of all the possible geometries between the two antennas (Figure 5). E is the direction
of the electric vector, and H is the direction of the magnetic vector. The blue arrow indicates
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the survey direction. Antennas can have electric field vectors oscillating along (TM mode)
or perpendicular (TE mode) to the survey direction.
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Preliminary experiments in the test model (Figure 3) were employed to verify how the
transmitter-receiver configuration influences the GPR detection results. The transmitter-
receiver configurations were set as electric field vectors, oscillating parallel (Figure 5b) and
perpendicular (Figure 5e) to the survey direction. The frequency is 900 MHz. The grouting
defects were filled with water to obtain more obvious results.

The test results are shown in Figure 6. When the electric field vector oscillates along
the survey direction, the multiples have weaker influences, and the defects are easier
to observe. When the electric field vector is perpendicular to the survey direction, the
multiples are stronger. Some defects (1 and 2 in Figure 6a) are covered by multiples.
Moreover, the segment seams are observed clearly. The segment seams are regarded as
interferences, although they can sometimes be used as marks to help determine object
locations in the profile. These two configurations can support each other in the analysis.
Thus, an investigation combining different transmitter-receiver configurations can help
enhance the information attained from detecting defects behind tunnel shield segments.
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The seismic method and GPR use similar physical mechanisms but are sensitive to
different physical properties. In seismic methods, multiple transmissions and multiple
receipts are commonly used to collect data [63]. The distance between the transmitting
and receiving antennas also significantly influence detection performance [34]. Using
radar in array form can improve the quality of the information collected [65]. There are
many developed techniques regarding the signal processing of array-collected data. In
seismic exploration, there are techniques for obtaining velocity profiles [66]. In medical
imaging, sensors are attached to the surface with an adhesive. The transducer transmits
ultrasonic waves and collects the reflected waves to reconstruct the profile of the human
body structure. Beamforming imaging is a well-developed medical method [67–69] that
also shares similar physical mechanisms with NDT techniques. Beamforming assigns a
delay time to each receiver and superimposes each delayed signal to obtain the image
amplitude of the target point (Figure 7). The beamforming method can also suppress
ground waves.
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4.4. Coupling Condition

Two coupling forms are commonly used in GPR investigations: air coupling and
ground coupling [33]. Air-coupled GPR systems are more efficient and are carried on
vehicles to achieve a faster acquisition [70]. Ground-coupled systems allow for a higher
penetration depth [71,72]. Table 2 gives a summary of the different coupling modes and
frequencies when GPR is used to detect loose rock on the top of the tunnel lining [33]. In
the detection of grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments, ground-coupled systems
are employed to acquire more penetrating ability. However, an air-coupled GPR system
can be considered to improve survey efficiency.

Table 2. Summary of GPR measurements recommendation under certain situation according to [33].

GPR System Ground-Coupled Air-Coupled Step-Frequency

Frequency 400 MHz 1.5 GHz 2.6 GHz 1 GHz 2 GHz 100 MHz–3 GHz

Large rocks No Yes No Yes No Yes

Small and medium-sized rocks No Yes Yes No No Yes

4.5. Antenna Frequency

Table 3 gives the frequency range for civil engineering GPR applications. For detecting
grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments, 100 to 2000 MHz is primarily used. Step-
frequency GPR systems were applied to estimate the dielectric properties of materials in a
layered pavement structure [65].
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Table 3. GPR antenna frequency range and application according to [26].

GPR Frequency Application

10–100 MHz Foundation inspection in depths of tens of meters.
100–1000 MHz Pavement and tunnel lining investigation within a few meters.
1000–5000 MHz Tunnel lining and structure investigation at a centimeter scale.

Tests were employed to determine how antenna frequency influences the detection
results in the test model in Figure 3, and the results are shown in Figure 8. In the 400 MHz
results, there are fewer multiple interferences, but there are some interferences caused
by segment bolts. In the detection results for 900 MHz antennas, multiple waves caused
intensive interferences. However, 900 MHz can be used to detect more detailed defects
(1 and 2 in Figure 8b), thus indicating that (1) 900 MHz antennas indeed have a better
resolution due to their shorter wavelength and (2) when GPR is used to detect grouting
defects behind shield tunnel segments, 900 MHz antennas have not yet met penetration
problems. Different frequencies have been recommended in previous studies because the
best frequency also depends on practical local conditions. However, indoor material tests
would help determine a suitable antenna frequency [28,29].
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4.6. Summary

In this chapter, some GPR features in grouting defect detection are discussed. The
GPR method has characteristics under the influence of tunnel shield segment structures,
including steel bars, grouting layers, and grouting defects. In this chapter, we obtain the
following: (1) The main interferences in detecting grouting defects behind tunnel shield seg-
ments come from steel bars (including other metal subjects) and multiple waves between
the surface and segment interface. (2) The difference in the dielectric constant between
materials determines the reflection amplitude. Thus, the defect fillings significantly influ-
ence the GPR detection results. (3) The configuration, coupling mode, and frequency of
antennas affect grouting defect detection.

5. Multigeophysical Method for Grout Defect Detection

In addition to GPR, other NDT methods may have the potential to detect grouting
defects behind tunnel shield segments; these methods include elastic wave methods and
transient electromagnetic methods. Competing methods, which supplement GPR detection,
have both advantages and limitations.
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In addition to GPR, many geophysical prospecting methods have been applied to
the investigation of reinforced concrete materials and structures, including grouting de-
fects [73]. Tosti and Ferrente [9] gave a detailed overview of the NDT methods used in
concrete structures, as shown in Table 4. According to the advantages and limitations of
each method, in addition to GPR, sonic (ultrasonic) and seismic methods have the most
potential for application in the detection of grouting defects behind shield tunnel segments.
According to study [74], for any NDT inspection on a tunnel liner (this process is similar to
the detection of defects behind tunnel shield segments), the following workflow is recom-
mended. First, thermal images and air-coupled GPR are used to collect data. Then, areas
are selected for detailed testing with ground-coupled GPR and ultrasonic tomography,
ultrasonic echo, or portable seismic property analyzer devices. Thus, a multigeophys-
ical hybrid investigation is recommended for detecting grouting defects behind tunnel
shield segments.

Table 4. The main NDT methods for the investigation of concrete and reinforced concrete materials and structures according
to [9,11,33].

Method Contact Mode Applications Advantages Limitations

Sonic
Contact and

partially
destructive

Defects detection and
uniformity evaluation.

Structure strength
evaluation.

Reliability of results.
Suitability for outdoor

surveys.

Complexity of result
interpretation.

High signal attenuation for
high-resolution imaging.

Low- efficient data acquisition.
Stable coupling required.

Ultrasonic
Contact and

partially
destructive

Defects detection and
uniformity evaluation.

Reliability of results.
Portable equipment is

available.
Relatively easy to use.

Applicable to limited member
thickness.

Experienced operators required.
Stable coupling required.

Microwave
Noncontact and

fully
nondestructive

Evaluation of concrete
decay conditions.

Moisture distribution
evaluation.

Small size of the
antennas.

High-resolution.

Available hardwires are not
suitable for outdoor surveys.
Difficulty in identifying the

nature of the decay.

Infrared
Thermog-

raphy

Noncontact
Fully

nondestructive

Voids and
delamination

detection.
Defect evaluation.

Assessment of concrete
moisture conditions.

Reliability of the result.
Suitability for the rapid
assessment of large or
high- rise buildings.
Remote use without

direct coupling with the
structures/materials.

Limitations for deep defects.
Difficulty in decay detection for

low-quality concrete.
Expensive equipment.

Experienced operator required.

GPR
Contact/noncontact

and fully
nondestructive

Defect and decay
detection.

Location of rebars.
Estimation of rebar

size.
Measurement of

dielectric properties.
Industrial quality

control.

Totally nondestructive.
Portable equipment.

Use of different
frequencies for different

types of targets.
Real-time continuous
display of collected

results.
Rapid investigations of

large areas.
Sensitive to the presence

of moisture and
chlorides.

Skill required to interpret the
data.

Congested reinforcement can
prevent penetration beyond the

reinforcement.
Difficulty in detecting

early-stage decay.
Cracks and delamination not

easy to detect unless moisture is
present in the cracks or in the

region of the delamination.
Limited penetration depth of the

pulses from high-resolution
antennas (300 to 500 mm).
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Table 4. Cont.

Method Contact Mode Applications Advantages Limitations

Radiography
Contact and

fully
nondestructive

Visualizing the
internal structure of

the test object.
Use of image plates to

extract more
information about the
internal structure of

the test object.
Checking the

reinforced bars.

Equipment can be
turned off when not in

use (X-rays).
Equipment reasonably

portable and
cost-effective (γ-rays).

Minimal operator skills
required for data

collection (γ-rays).
Reliability of results for

large data sets.

Safety concerns due to the
emission of hazardous

radiations.
Operators must be licensed.

Bulky and expensive equipment
(X-rays).

γ-ray penetration limited to
500 mm in concrete materials.

Access to opposing faces
required.

Large differences more readily
detected than small differences.
Difficulty in identifying cracks
perpendicular to the radiation

beam.

5.1. Elastic Wave Prospecting

GPR has the best practical conditions, detection accuracy, and feasibility for detecting
grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments. Additionally, the elastic wave method,
which is widely used in oil and gas exploration, engineering prospecting, medical investi-
gation, and structure testing, also shows potential for grouting defect detection because the
materials mentioned in the tunnel segment and grouting layers have reliable differences in
their elastic properties.

Wang et al. [75] applied GPR and seismic imaging methods to test the quality of
the grouting layer behind the segment and suggested that the GPR method has a high
resolution but is limited to the dense steel mold contained in the segment. In tube tunnel
construction, the FWI technique was used to effectively detect the grouting quality in
immersed tube tunnels [76]. Tang et al. [77] proposed a quantitative detection method
based on acoustic spectrum analysis to estimate the inner state of tunnel linings.

The impact echo method is an NDT testing method that is widely used in concrete
flaw detection [78–81]. The impact echo method uses a steel ball or magnetostriction as a
seismic source, where the source hits the concrete surface and the structural strength or
defect location is judged according to the primary wave (P-wave) signals [82]. Compared
with GPR, the impact echo method is more economically friendly, has fewer interferences
caused by steel bars, and provides better detection of air-filled defects. In recent years, some
scholars have studied the relationship between the reflection and vibration of concrete
structures as well as the size and depth of defects [83,84], and then applied the impact
echo method to civil engineering applications, such as bridge girder tests, pipe inner wall
integrity tests, bridge surface damage tests, highway pavement quality tests, and the
detection of grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments [85,86].

Yao et al. [82] used the impact method to detect the grouting defects behind shield
tunnel segments in both numerical simulation and segment model experiments. The
results show that the impact echo method can be applied for monitoring grouting defects
behind walls. The acoustic impedance value of the grouting material significantly affects
the characteristics of the echo. Subsequently, the authors conducted further research and
analysis [86] by introducing the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and wavelet transform
to transform the impact echo signal into the frequency domain. The analysis was carried
out to determine the location of the defects in the grouting layer. The authors pointed
out that the signal analysis in the impact echo method needs to be combined with the
time-frequency information and energy information to effectively detect the existence
of defects. The wavelet basis decomposition technique is especially important in signal
analysis in the impact echo method [87].
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A numerical experiment (Figure 9a) is conducted to verify whether the elastic wave
method can detect defects filled with air (Figure 9b), water (Figure 9c), and clay (Figure 9d).
Compared with the GPR method, the seismic method can generate results when the defects
are filled with air, water, and clay. The data are collected in the same manner as is done
by GPR, thus comprising a common offset profile. The seismic method is more robust to
changing defect fillings.
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Compared with the GPR method, the elastic wave-based methods for detecting the
grouting quality behind segment walls have better applicability in theory. (1) Elastic
wave-based methods are better for consolidated grouting body detection because the
consolidated grouting body and the surrounding soil still have a good elastic coefficient
difference, and can thus produce obvious reflections. For the GPR method, many scholars
suggest that the grouting body should be consolidated for a certain period (7–14 days)
for better detection results [31,34,35]. (2) For detecting grouting bodies that have been
consolidated, if the defect in the grouting layer is air filled, elastic wave methods have
better detection results because the difference between the elastic parameters of the air
and the grouting layer is greater than that of the dielectric. The interfaces can therefore
produce better elastic wave reflection. (3) Compared with electromagnetic waves, the
steel bars do not strongly interfere with the elastic waves, and the signals are not shielded
by the steel bars. Elastic waves theoretically have better capabilities for detecting targets
behind steel bars. (4) Elastic wave methods are limited by the survey efficiency because
the coupling between sensors and concrete surfaces needs to be strong enough. Partially
destructive contact or coupling agents are used in elastic wave surveys, thus resulting in
the low feasibility of scanning surveys.

5.2. Transient Electromagnetic Method

The transient electromagnetic method (TEM) is based on the difference in the electrical
resistivities of the underground layers used for hydrogeological purposes and general
geological mapping [88,89].

Ye et al. [10,36] used both the GPR method and transient electromagnetic radar (TER)
to detect grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments. A TER was designed based on
the TEM, and was verified using TER to detect the grouting defects behind segments in a
model test. Several resistivity change modes were summarized to distinguish the different
contact states of the grouting layer behind the tunnel shield segments.

5.3. Summary

In this chapter, some GPR features in grouting defect detection are discussed. The
GPR method has characteristics that are influenced by the tunnel shield segment structures,
including steel bars, grouting layers, and grouting defects. In this chapter, we obtained
the following. (1) The main interferences in detecting grouting defects behind tunnel
shield segments come from the steel bars (including other metal objects) and multiple
waves between the surface and segment interface. (2) The difference in the dielectric
constants between materials determines the reflection amplitude. Thus, the defect fillings
significantly influence the GPR detection results. (3) The configuration, coupling mode,
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and antenna frequencies affect grouting defect detection. (4) Other geophysical methods
are promising for detecting grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments. The seismic
method is the most theoretically adaptable because the elastic parameter differences are
reliable for grouting defect detection. However, such seismic methods face an urgent need
to solve sensor issues and rapid survey measures. (5) A comprehensive investigation will
improve the efficiency and accuracy of grouting defect detection. For rapid surveying,
air-coupled GPR is recommended. When a high-risk zone is found, ground-coupled GPR
and seismic equipment can be used for high-resolution detection. The seismic method and
TER can compensate for the deficiencies of the GPR method.

6. Discussion

In data acquisition, there are some advanced techniques that improve data information
and effectively help tunnel shield construction. Many scholars indicate that multistep
frequency can improve detection quality because different frequencies cause differences
in penetration and attenuation. Generally, a higher frequency means a higher resolution
but a smaller detection depth. In grouting defect detection, consolidation can cause a large
difference in the dielectric constant of the grouting body. It is a unique characteristic in
grouting defect detection, thus making the detection results very different after several
weeks of injection. This characteristic can be used when the target objective is different.
Additionally, grouting defect detection can instruct tunnel shield construction. The real-
time GPR system was successfully applied in the tunnel shield machine to accordingly
adjust the injection pressure and improve the grouting quality. According to the preliminary
tests and reference [63], different antenna configurations can be used to support each other
in the analysis. This is potentially a future research direction, but few studies are related to
this aspect.

In signal processing, advanced techniques are used to improve the SNR, reconstruct
the distribution of the subsurface, and determine grouting defects. In grouting defect
detection, the interferences are intensive but with strong regularity. Most interferences
include multiples and reflections of steel bars. In addition to regular processing, including
defined gain and low-pass filtering, there are advanced methods to exclude artifacts and
interferences. Predictive deconvolution, f-k multiple filtering, K-L transformation, and
Maxwell’s curl equation can be used to eliminate the harmful effects and improve the SNR.
By subtracting the predicted wave field of the designed segment structure, the reflection
from the grouting layer and defects can be precisely abstract. For GPR profile imaging
and reconstruction, most of the techniques used are seismic migration methods. Some
new and advanced methods are emerging in GPR data processing; these methods include
diffraction tomography, range migration, and BP methods. Data-based techniques, such
as statistical and machine learning methods, are introduced into GPR processing. These
methods can now be an assisting measure for traditional processing and might be a future
research direction.

According to the advantages, characteristics, and limitations of each NDT method, it
is concluded that other geophysical methods have potential. The elastic wave (acoustic)
method is probably an available method for detecting grouting defects behind tunnel shield
segments. Seismic geophysical theory has been well researched and widely used at various
scales of investigation and exploration. In practice, elastic wave methods, including sonic,
ultrasonic, and seismic methods, are widely used in the NDT of various concrete structures.
In terms of the physical principle and the elastic parameter difference in the medium
mentioned, the elastic wave method is a very suitable method for detecting grouting
defects behind tunnel shield segments. However, there are still some limitations regarding
the source coupling contact condition, sensor arrangement, and detection efficiency. Elastic
wave detection equipment for detecting grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments is
in urgent need of further research and development. Otherwise, grouting defect detection
is large-scale work in real cases, and rapid investigation is urgently needed. For efficiency,
an ideal investigation flow could be (1) using rapid detection methods to mark segments
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suspected of having a high risk of having defects and (2) using refined detection methods
to locate defects and map subsurfaces. However, how to automatically determine the
high-risk segments as quickly as possible is still unknown in field cases. This might also be
a future research direction.

7. Conclusions

The GPR method has been proven to be a practical method for detecting grouting
defects behind tunnel shield segments. In data acquisition, there are some advanced
techniques that improve data information and effectively help tunnel shield construction.
Advanced data acquisition techniques are used to obtain more information in different
dimensions and capture different target objects. The detection performance of GPR is
affected by factors such as antenna frequency, distance between transmission and recep-
tion, contact coupling conditions, and the curing of the grouting layer. For GPR profile
interpretation and signal processing, scholars have proposed many effective methods to
improve the SNR and profile image quality. Regular processing and advanced methods
are used to exclude artifacts and interferences. Techniques from other scientific areas
are emerging in GPR data processing; these techniques include diffraction tomography,
range migration, and BP methods. Data-based techniques, such as statistical and machine
learning methods, are introduced into GPR processing. However, thus far, the theoretical
analysis, implementation, and signal processing of GPR still have deficiencies that limit
GPR from being used for detecting grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments.

Additionally, other geophysical methods—especially elastic (acoustic) wave methods—
can be considered for detecting grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments. Seismic
geophysical theory has been well researched and widely used at various scales of inves-
tigation and exploration. In practice, elastic wave methods, including sonic, ultrasonic,
and seismic methods, are widely used in the NDT of various concrete structures. How-
ever, efficient data acquisition in the elastic wave method could be an issue that needs to
be solved.

Through an overview of detecting grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments
by using GPR (and other NDT methods), further research should be carried out in the
following directions:

(1) Study of various forms of GPR transmission and reception. Currently, GPR de-
tection of grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments is carried out mostly with a
constant transmitting and receiving distance. This form of transmission and reception
somehow limits the information volume of the GPR signal to a certain extent. In the future,
variable transmission and reception distances should be considered. A GPR array, in which
multiple antennas simultaneously receive signals, should be used to enrich the information
volume of the GPR signal.

(2) Research on rapid analysis methods for GPR data. In practice, detecting grout-
ing defects behind tunnel shield segment walls involves a workload comprising several
kilometers of tunnel construction with very many segments. Tunnel circumferential and
axial inspections need to be performed at the same time, thus resulting in many GPR data.
Therefore, the rapid analysis method of GPR defect recognition, which avoids manual
interpretation, is a direction that needs to be studied.

(3) Refined FWI of the GPR profile. Currently, the GPR detection of grouting defects
behind tunnel shield segments starts mostly with the common offset profile, and then a
series of filtering, gaining, denoising and imaging processes are carried out to determine
the location of the grouting defects. These processing methods can well characterize the
positions of steel bars, grouting layer defects, and the grouting layer interface, but the
defect types and media properties cannot be inverted. In the future, we should consider
adopting FWI to further improve the GPR fine characterization ability in detecting grouting
defects behind tunnel shield segments.

(4) Research on machine learning methods for GPR profiles and other NDT method
data for detecting grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments. During NDT, the signal
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data generated have large volumes and variable dimensions; both of these characteris-
tics are very suitable for analysis by using machine learning methods. Machine learning
methods can be used for various purposes, such as data SNR improvement, feature ex-
traction, and signal imaging. Therefore, the use of machine learning methods is a further
research direction.

(5) Research on the transceiver arrangement of the elastic wave method, sensor cou-
pling mode, and scanning detection equipment. The elastic wave method is very developed
in studies on oil and gas exploration and engineering exploration, and the theoretical
knowledge and practical experience are very rich. Moreover, the various media involved in
detections of grouting defects behind tunnel shield segments have sufficient elastic parame-
ter differences, thus indicating that such media are theoretically suitable for defect detection
with the elastic wave method. On the one hand, to detect grouting defects behind tunnel
shield segments, engineers need to complete much inspection work efficiently. However,
on the other hand, the elastic wave method requires stable coupling between the sensor and
the surface of the test object; this coupling is inconsistent with the required efficiency of the
investigation. Therefore, research on elastic wave instruments and equipment, especially
the excitation arrangement and sensor coupling mode, requires in-depth research.

(6) Research on the comprehensive detection of multiple NDT methods. When the
grouting liquid is not completely solidified in the early stage of construction, it is difficult
to carry out reliable detection by using GPR because of interference caused by the high
conductivity of the media. However, the elastic wave method and the TER method can
detect defects better when the grouting body is not completely solidified. Therefore,
comprehensive detection and inversion with multiple geophysical methods is a way to
improve detection reliability, and a direction that needs further research.
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